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Quilt #2 – Winter Night
61 x 76 inches 

4,636 square inches, 32.20 square feet, 3.60 
square yards

Quilt details— 

Outer border is a total of 9-1/2 inches – inner 
purple printed border is 1-1/2 inches, the 
pieced border area is 6 inches and the outer 
solid purple border is 2 inches. The snowflakes 
are 12 inches, the roofs are 6 inches deep.

There were 7 responses to this survey.  

#1 Are you computerized or hand guided? 
Hand guided - 6
Computerized - 1

#2 What would you charge to quilt this quilt? 
#3 How did you calculate the price 
1 person charged $65 - .014 cents per square inch
1 person charged $92.72 - .02 cents per square inch
1 person charged $150 - .032 cents per square inch
1 person charged $208.62 - .045 cents per square inch
1 person charged $250 - .053 center per square inch 
1 person wrote - $80 for all over, $115 for custom
1 person wrote - This appears to me to be a custom quilt. I do not do custom and 
would suggest the customer take it to another quilter. I would provide a short list of 
quilters from my quilt guild.

#4 What pattern(s) / design(s) would you use? If using free hand designs, be 
somewhat specific as to pattern / design and where it is placed on the quilt

Response - I would custom quilt this fun top, outlining the houses and doing details in 
the roof and walls with some echoes and ruler work, I'd do swirls in the sky, texture in 
the mountains behind the houses and in the trees and do some continuous curve in the 
white pieced stars. I'd have some fun in the borders and ditch the inner border and 
either leave it unquilted or do some ribbon candy, and in the rest of the border I'd 
continuous curve the stars, do a lotus in the purple swirly fabric, swirls in the black 
squares and possibly piano keys in the outer purple border.

Response - Snow clams
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Response - straight lines on barns, jaggy lines on trees, swirls in sky, McTavishing in 
snow, purple border- pebbles, outer border-feathers on each side, c2c the black 
squares, simple geometric design in corner stars.

Response – pantograph

Response - Swirls and wind motifs in the sky, contour lines in the snow and some 
texture fills in the other spaces

Response - Free Hand stitch in the ditch and ruler work in the borders. Free hand sky 
designs, ditching the lower portion and appropriate designs in the lower portion.

Response - I do not do custom and would suggest the customer take it to another 
quilter.

#5 Optional, name of design / designer / website or where purchased. (If not 
mentioned above)

One response – I usually use Urban Elementz pantographs

#6 What thread would you use? What color(s) and where would they be 
placed?

• I'd use a few different colors of thread in this design to complement each 
area, not to contrast heavily as I think that would take away from the piecing. 
I might use some Fantastico or Magnifico if I liked the effect.

• White 
• Light purple or light gray, white in snow
• I would probably use 100 weight so that it doesn't take away from the 

piecing.
• I would use matching colors of omni
• No response

#7 Do you have a separate thread charge? If so, how much would you charge 
for thread on this quilt?

4 people said they had no thread charge.
1 person said they would charge $6
1 person wrote - yes, $5 per extra color
1 person wrote - No, I don't (yet). But I do charge $5 for thread changes. So five 
different threads would be an extra $25

#8 Optional. Where are you located? State / Province or Region

Missouri, New York, Iowa, Iowa, Illinois, New York, Tennessee


